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for the last two decades the number of political organizations on the far right neo populist right and neo
conservative right has been growing along with the mounting electoral success for many of the parties there has also
been a growing disenchantment with the political class which has led to a revolt against the current political
establishment the events of september 11 2001 and the war on terror have further aggravated tensions within the
populations between those who feel they are the legitimate citizens of the state and those who are considered
outsiders the recent expansion of the eu s borders has also brought on fears of a surge of both legal and illegal
immigration all these factors have led to a growing number of cases of harassment and outbursts of violence aimed at
asylum seekers and ethnic minorities in europe this book measures the effects of neo populist groups on the current
political establishment and illustrates how much political appeal neo populist views have on making current political
policy moving with the magdalen is the first art historical book dedicated to the cult of mary magdalen in the late
medieval alps its seven case study chapters focus on the artworks commissioned for key churches that belonged to both
parish and pilgrimage networks in order to explore the role of artistic workshops commissioning patrons and diverse
devotees in the development and transfer of the saint s iconography across the mountain range together they
underscore how the magdalen s cult and contingent imagery interacted with the environmental conditions and landscape
of the alps along late medieval routes an account of the astrological controversies that arose in renaissance italy
in the wake of giovanni pico della mirandola s disputationes adversus astrologiam divinatricem published in 1496 l
idea costruita è il manifesto teorico di alberto campo baeza una raccolta di testi di varia provenienza che manifesta
la chiarezza del suo pensiero e la straordinaria coerenza della sua opera concentrandosi sui fondamenti della
disciplina la luce il confronto con la gravità il valore delle idee il flusso incessante della storia l autore redige
un testo colto ma volontariamente antiaccademico aperto alle suggestioni delle altre discipline artistiche ma con una
evidente passione didattica i testi sui grandi maestri dell architettura spagnola fisac de la sota sáenz de oíza
coderch carvajal mondiale mies van der rohe utzon o sui colleghi della scena internazionale ando chipperfield llinás
vicens e ramos mettono in luce il suo percorso culturale e la sua idea di architettura basata sul suo rigoroso más
con menos la storia dell architettura lungi dall essere solo una storia delle forme è fondamentalmente una storia
delle idee costruite le forme si disgregano col tempo ma le idee rimangono sono eterne un architettura che ha nell
idea la sua origine nella luce il suo primo materiale nello spazio essenziale la volontà di ottenere il più con meno
this book examines the political connections and trade relations between italy and china with particular emphasis on
the second half of the 19th century and the period following the second world war in recent years economic relations
between the two countries have intensified as a result of increasing exchange and trade agreements with positive
impacts on their political and diplomatic relations by studying original public sources such as the archives of the
italian ministry of foreign affairs the bank of italy and the central state archives in rome the author offers a
historical perspective on the evolution of the two countries economic and political ties the respective chapters
address e g the role of international governmental authorities the role of the italian bank of china the impact of
trade agreements and foreign investment projects etc given its scope the book will appeal to scholars of economic
history and international economics as well as political scientists and legal scholars with an interest in
international diplomacy and trade agreements on march 24 1944 nazi occupation forces in rome killed 335 unarmed
civilians in retaliation for a partisan attack the day before portelli has crafted an eloquent multi voiced oral
history of the massacre of its background and its aftermath the moving stories of the victims the women and children
who survived and carried on the partisans who fought the nazis and the common people who lived through the tragedies
of the war together paint a many hued portrait of one of the world s most richly historical cities the order has been
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carried out powerfully relates the struggles for freedom under fascism and nazism the battles for memory in post war
democracy and the meanings of death and grief in modern society this book examines property legislation and the
actual position of women in receiving holding and passing on family property as daughters wives and as widows
throughout history traditionally the prevailing view has been that women have been disadvantaged in the distribution
of property and therefore less interesting as objects of study this volume challenges this view and explores the
securing of property for families or for individuals through transfers in the shape of dowries marriage contracts
wills and other arrangements as well as how women used and distributed the property they were holding the scope of
the volume is both urban and rural analysing the position of women in relation to family property through
contributions from a wide geographic area the chapters investigate the situation in southern and northern europe
across the atlantic and africa throughout the 18th to the 20th century this volume will be of value to academics
undergraduates postgraduates and scholars interested in gender and history and social history during the 1920s and
1930s mussolini s fascist regime attempted to promote fascist italy s national project in argentina bombarding the
republic with its propaganda although politically a failure this propaganda provoked a debate over the idea of a
national identity outside of the nation state and the potential roles that citizens living abroad could play in their
country of origin in propagating an italian national identity within another sovereign state mussolini s initiative
also inspired heated debate among native argentines over their own national project as a nation of immigrants using
the experiences of mussolini s efforts in argentina as its case study this book demonstrates how national projects
take on different meanings once they enter a contested public space it details how both members of the italian
community as well as native argentines reshaped italy s national discourse from abroad by entangling it with
argentina s own national project in exploring the way in which nations are imagined constructed and recast both from
above as well as from below mussolini s national project in argentina offers new perspectives on the politics of
identity formation while providing a transatlantic example of the dynamic interplay between the italian state and its
emigrant communities it is in short a transnational perspective on what it means to belong to a nation over the
course of the 20th century the rapid transformation of italy from an impoverished predominantly agricultural nation
to one of the strongest economies in the world forged a fascinating and contradictory society where gender relations
were a particular mix of modernity and tradition in this accessible and innovative study perry willson provides a
nuanced and insightful analysis of the impact of social political economic and cultural developments on italian women
s lives she also explores how women were affected by and how they themselves helped shape key historical events such
as the rise of fascism the 2 world wars the economic miracle of the post war years and the cultural and political
upheavals of the 1970s women in twentieth century italy is the first book length overview of italian women s
experience during this period of intense and dramatic change drawing on the latest historiography in the field and
written in a lively and engaging manner it is essential reading for anyone with an interest in italy s recent past an
award winning historian s revisionary account of the early modern world showing how apocalyptic ideas stimulated
political religious and intellectual transformations a masterful synthesis of the prognostications of faith knowledge
and politics on a global stage martin s book illuminates one of the enduring themes that shaped the medieval and
early modern world paula e findlen stanford university in this revelatory immersion into the apocalyptic messianic
and millenarian ideas and movements that created the modern world john jeffries martin performs a kind of empathic
time travel entering into the psyche spirituality and temporalities of a cast of historical actors in profound
moments of discovery he argues that religious faith christian jewish and muslim did not oppose but rather fostered
the making of a modern scientific spirit buoyed along by a providential view of history and nature and a deep
conviction in the coming end of the world through thoughtful attention to the primary sources martin re reads the
renaissance excavating a religious foundation at the core of even the most radical empirical thinking familiar icons
like ibn khaldūn columbus isaac luria and francis bacon emerge startlingly fresh and newly gleaned agents of a
history formerly untold and of a modern world made in the image of its imminent end i contributi riuniti nel volume
presentati per la prima volta in occasione del i convegno dell aispeb associazione di studi portoghesi e brasiliani
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tenutosi nel 2012 presso le sedi dell università di roma la sapienza e dell università di roma tre offrono un
panorama di temi linguistici e letterari legati sia al contesto portoghese che a quello brasiliano i saggi d
argomento letterario rinnovano il contributo italiano allo studio della letteratura luso brasiliana rimanendo nel
solco di una tradizione nazionale ricca di spunti che ha visto arrivare proprio dall italia alcuni contributi storici
filologici ed ermeneutici tuttora indispensabili per comprendere l opera dei maggiori autori di lingua portoghese i
saggi di argomento linguistico sintetizzano invece alcuni dei risultati prodotti dalle cattedre di lingua di recente
istituzione in italia privilegiando in particolar modo tematiche legate al binomio lingua traduzione this book
explores the in depth relationship between historic cultural heritage and landscape urban and regional planning it
analyzes recent cultural and discipline positions and addresses research to interpret legacy values and the necessity
for conservation within the urban setting it also presents a method that helps urban planners to implement the
suggestions based on extensive knowledge of topographic methods and urban archaeology to enhance the shaping and
planning of the historic and present day city a rapid evolution of techniques and methods that provide innovative
planning instruments and contribute to conservation projects involving cities and territories is now being witnessed
in urban planning actors involved in the planning process use an organic and multidisciplinary vision of techniques
and methods to understand the relation between the historic cultural goods and their settlement context through urban
archaeology it is now possible to orient in a systematic way interventions in the historic centers of european cities
and document the origin and evolution of the urban shape to reconcile renewal demand and preservation of ancient
heritage peasant women were the largest female occupational group in italy between the wars they led lives
characterised by great poverty and heavy workloads but fascist propaganda extolled them as the mothers of the nation
and the guardians of the rural worlds the most praiseworthy of italian women this study is the first published
history of the massaie rurali the fascist party s section for peasant women which with three million members by 1943
became one of the largest of the regime s mass mobilizing organizations the section played a key role in such core
fascist campaigns as nation building and ruralization perry willson draws on a wide range of archival and
contemporary press sources to investigate the nature of the massaie rurali and the dynamics of class and gender that
lay at its heart she explores the organization s political message its propaganda and the reasons why so many women
joined it from the second half of the 1940s when postwar reconstruction began in italy there were three notable
driving forces of environmental change the uncontrollable process of urban drift fueled by considerable migratory
flows from the countryside and southern regions toward the cities where large scale productive activities were
beginning to amass unruly industrial development which was tolerated since it was seen as the necessary tribute to be
paid to progress and modernization and mass consumption in his fourth book federico paolini presents a series of
essays ranging from the uses of natural resources to environmental problems caused by means of transport to issues
concerning environmental politics and the dynamics of the environment movement paolini concludes the book with a
forecast about the environmental problems that will emerge in the public debate of the twenty first century the field
of urban environmental history is a relatively new one yet it is rapidly moving to the forefront of scholarly
research and is the focus of much interdisciplinary work given the environmental problems facing the modern world it
is perhaps unsurprising that historians geographers political natural and social scientists should increasingly look
at the environmental problems faced by previous generations and how they were regarded and responded to this volume
reflects this growing concern and reflects many of the key concerns and issues that are essential to our
understanding of the problems faced by cities in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries addressing a variety of
environmental issues such as clean water supply the provision retention of green space and noise pollution that faced
european and north american cities the essays in this volume highlight the common responses as well as the
differences that characterised the reactions to these trans national concerns current economic theories do not
provide the elements to understand the causes and processes that provoke economic crises in this book maurizio
pasquino explains the underlying reasons and introduces the new concept of income dispersion income dispersion
provides a much broader vision of how an economic system works setting the bases for a more efficient way of
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identifying and resolving the problems of the society in which we live today oral history an interdisciplinary
anthology is a collection of classic articles by some of the best known proponents of oral history demonstrating the
basics of oral history while also acting as a guidebook for how to use it in research added to this new edition is
insight into how oral history is practiced on an international scale making this book an indispensable resource for
scholars of history and social sciences as well as those interested in oral history on the avocational level this
volume is a reprint of the 1984 edition with the added bonus of a new introduction by david dunaway and a new section
on how oral history is practiced on an international scale selections from the original volume trace the origins of
oral history in the united states provide insights on methodology and interpretation and review the various
approaches to oral history used by folklorists historians anthropologists and librarians among others family and
ethnic historians will find chapters addressing the applications of oral history in those fields a major review of
all of the many strands of gramsci interpretation from the earliest writings of his contemporaries through to the
academic debates of the 2010s this is the first in depth study of the feminist movement that swept italy during the
long 1970s 1968 1983 and one of the first to use a combination of oral history interviews and newly released archive
sources to analyze the origins themes practices and impacts of second wave feminism while detailing the local and
national contexts in which the movement operated it sees this movement as transnationally connected emerging in a
society that was both characterized by traditional gender roles and a microcosm of radical political projects in the
wake of 1968 the feminist movement was able to transform the lives of thousands of women shape gender identities and
roles and provoke political and legislative change more strongly mass based and socially diverse than its
counterparts in other western countries at the time its agenda encompassed questions of work unpaid care work
sexuality health reproductive rights sexual violence social justice and self expression the case studies detailing
feminist politics in three cities turin naples and rome are framed in a wider analysis of the movement s emergence
its transnational links and local specificities and its practices and discourses the book concludes on a series of
hypotheses regarding the movement s longer term impacts and trajectories taking it up to the berlusconi era and the
present day this volume brings together for the first time a series of studies on the social history of venereal
disease in modern europe and its former colonies it explores from a comparative perspective the responses of legal
medical and political authorities to the great scourge in particular how such responses reflected and shaped social
attitudes towards sexuality and social relationships of class gender generation and race offering historical identity
fortified by the presence of women belonging to the various areas of creative and intellectual life this book allows
readers to understand greater contexts of their identity the history of female artists is an indicator of how social
identity was erased from the historiography which asserted itself in nineteenth century europe analysis of the
biographical pathways traced here reveals how women in the middle ages and beyond have been active protagonists of
the arts received reviews as well as had an authoritative role as the esteemed and attentive witnesses of the society
around them reconstruction of social relationships intellectual and creative production as well as of the life
stories of some of europe s most important female artists foregrounds this omission and highlights their
extraordinary nature the different stories contained in this book narrate the lives and works of hildegard von bingen
francesca caccini mary wollstonecraft george sand lou andreas salomé and elke mascha blankenburg by reinforcing the
awareness of social and historical origins the informed reader is better equipped to tackle their futures and build
up their personalities this innovative new book is overtly and explicitly about female agency in eighteenth century
european towns however it positions female activity and decisions unequivocally in an urban world of institutions
laws regulations customs and ideologies gender politics complicated and shaped the day to day experiences of working
women town rules and customs as well as police and guilds regulations affected women s participation in the urban
economy most of the time the formally recognized and legally accepted power of women which is an essential component
of female agency was very limited yet these chapters draw attention to how women navigated these gendered terrains as
the book demonstrates exclusion is too strong a word for the realities and pragmatism of women s everyday lives
frequently guild and corporate regulations were more about situating women and regulating their activities rather
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than preventing them from operating in the urban economy similarly corporate structures which were under stress found
flexible strategies to incorporate women who through their own initiative and activities put pressure on the systems
women could benefit from the contradictions between moral and social unwritten norms and economic regulations and
could take advantage of the tolerance or complicity of urban authorities towards illicit practices women with a grasp
of their rights and privileges could defend themselves and exploit legal systems with its loopholes and
contradictions to achieve economic independence and power this book offers a comparative perspective on northern and
southern european laws and customs concerning women s property and economic rights by focusing on both northern and
southern european societies these studies analyse the consequences of different juridical frameworks and norms on the
development of the economic roles of men and women this volume is divided into three parts the first laws presents
general outlines related to some european regions the second family strategies or marital economies questions the
potential conflict between the economic interests of the married couple and those of the lineage within the nobility
finally the third part of the book inside the urban economy focuses on economic and work activities of middle and
lower classes in the urban environment the assorted and rich panorama offered by the history of the legislation on
women s economic rights shows that similarities and differences run through europe in such a way that the north south
model looks very stereotyped while this approach calls into question classical geographical and cultural maps and
well established chronologies it encourages a reconsideration of european history according to a cross boundaries
perspective by drawing on a wide range of social economic and cultural european contexts from the late medieval to
early modern age to the nineteenth century and including the middle and lower classes especially artisans merchants
and traders as well as the economic practices and norms of the upper middle class and aristocracy this book will be
of interest to economic and social historians sociologists of health gender and sexuality and economists learn
italian as you read and hear about the vibrant culture of its speakers read think italian is an innovative non
intimidating approach to learning italian compiled by the expert editors of think italian magazine this audio package
brings together more than 100 engaging fully illustrated readings and articles about the life and culture of italy
the 70 minute audio cd features many of the articles read aloud by native speakers as well as questions for review
and reinforcement of new vocabulary this collection offers a variety of approaches to aspects of women s lives it
moves beyond men s prescriptive pronouncements about female nature to women s lived experiences replacing the
singular woman with plural women and illuminating female agency the contributors show that women s lives changed over
the life course and differed according to region and social class they also demonstrate that in the early modern
period the largely private spaces in women s lives were not enclosed worlds isolated from the public spaces in which
men operated contributors to this important collection are leading international scholars and offer strong
substantial and archival based research in naples and napoleon john davis takes the southern italian kingdom of the
two sicilies as the vantage point for a sweeping reconsideration of italy s history in the age of napoleon and the
european revolutions the book s central themes are posed by the period of french rule from 1806 to 1815 when southern
italy was the mediterranean frontier of napoleon s continental empire the tensions between naples and paris made this
an important chapter in the history of that empire and revealed the deeper contradictions on which it was founded but
the brief interlude of napoleonic rule later came to be seen as the critical moment when a modernizing north finally
parted company from a backward south although these arguments still shape the ways in which italian history is
written in most parts of the north political and economic change before unification was slow and gradual whereas in
the south it came sooner and in more disruptive forms davis develops a wide ranging critical reassessment of the
dynamics of political change in the century before unification his starting point is the crisis that overwhelmed the
italian states at the end of the 18th century when italian rulers saw the political and economic fabric of the ancien
régime undermined throughout europe in the south the crisis was especially far reaching and this davis argues was the
reason why in the following decade the south became the theatre for one of the most ambitious reform projects in
napoleonic europe the transition was precarious and insecure but also mobilized political projects and forms of
collective action that had no counterparts elsewhere in italy before 1848 illustrating the similar nature of the
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political challenges facing all the pre unification states although unification finally brought italy s insecure
dynastic principalities to an end it offered no remedies to the insecurities that from much earlier had made the
south especially vulnerable to the challenges of the new age which was why the south would become a problem italy s
southern problem
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Un sole nel labirinto. Storia e leggenda di Raimondo de Sangro, principe di
Sansevero 2010

for the last two decades the number of political organizations on the far right neo populist right and neo
conservative right has been growing along with the mounting electoral success for many of the parties there has also
been a growing disenchantment with the political class which has led to a revolt against the current political
establishment the events of september 11 2001 and the war on terror have further aggravated tensions within the
populations between those who feel they are the legitimate citizens of the state and those who are considered
outsiders the recent expansion of the eu s borders has also brought on fears of a surge of both legal and illegal
immigration all these factors have led to a growing number of cases of harassment and outbursts of violence aimed at
asylum seekers and ethnic minorities in europe this book measures the effects of neo populist groups on the current
political establishment and illustrates how much political appeal neo populist views have on making current political
policy

Europe for the Europeans 2016-04-29

moving with the magdalen is the first art historical book dedicated to the cult of mary magdalen in the late medieval
alps its seven case study chapters focus on the artworks commissioned for key churches that belonged to both parish
and pilgrimage networks in order to explore the role of artistic workshops commissioning patrons and diverse devotees
in the development and transfer of the saint s iconography across the mountain range together they underscore how the
magdalen s cult and contingent imagery interacted with the environmental conditions and landscape of the alps along
late medieval routes

Storia passata, presente e futura della setta anticristiana e antisociale ora
Massoneria 1878

an account of the astrological controversies that arose in renaissance italy in the wake of giovanni pico della
mirandola s disputationes adversus astrologiam divinatricem published in 1496

Moving with the Magdalen 2019-03-21

l idea costruita è il manifesto teorico di alberto campo baeza una raccolta di testi di varia provenienza che
manifesta la chiarezza del suo pensiero e la straordinaria coerenza della sua opera concentrandosi sui fondamenti
della disciplina la luce il confronto con la gravità il valore delle idee il flusso incessante della storia l autore
redige un testo colto ma volontariamente antiaccademico aperto alle suggestioni delle altre discipline artistiche ma
con una evidente passione didattica i testi sui grandi maestri dell architettura spagnola fisac de la sota sáenz de
oíza coderch carvajal mondiale mies van der rohe utzon o sui colleghi della scena internazionale ando chipperfield
llinás vicens e ramos mettono in luce il suo percorso culturale e la sua idea di architettura basata sul suo rigoroso
más con menos la storia dell architettura lungi dall essere solo una storia delle forme è fondamentalmente una storia
delle idee costruite le forme si disgregano col tempo ma le idee rimangono sono eterne un architettura che ha nell
idea la sua origine nella luce il suo primo materiale nello spazio essenziale la volontà di ottenere il più con meno
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Debating the Stars in the Italian Renaissance 2020-10-12

this book examines the political connections and trade relations between italy and china with particular emphasis on
the second half of the 19th century and the period following the second world war in recent years economic relations
between the two countries have intensified as a result of increasing exchange and trade agreements with positive
impacts on their political and diplomatic relations by studying original public sources such as the archives of the
italian ministry of foreign affairs the bank of italy and the central state archives in rome the author offers a
historical perspective on the evolution of the two countries economic and political ties the respective chapters
address e g the role of international governmental authorities the role of the italian bank of china the impact of
trade agreements and foreign investment projects etc given its scope the book will appeal to scholars of economic
history and international economics as well as political scientists and legal scholars with an interest in
international diplomacy and trade agreements

L'idea costruita 2014-04-16

on march 24 1944 nazi occupation forces in rome killed 335 unarmed civilians in retaliation for a partisan attack the
day before portelli has crafted an eloquent multi voiced oral history of the massacre of its background and its
aftermath the moving stories of the victims the women and children who survived and carried on the partisans who
fought the nazis and the common people who lived through the tragedies of the war together paint a many hued portrait
of one of the world s most richly historical cities the order has been carried out powerfully relates the struggles
for freedom under fascism and nazism the battles for memory in post war democracy and the meanings of death and grief
in modern society

Italy-China Trade Relations 2020-02-01

this book examines property legislation and the actual position of women in receiving holding and passing on family
property as daughters wives and as widows throughout history traditionally the prevailing view has been that women
have been disadvantaged in the distribution of property and therefore less interesting as objects of study this
volume challenges this view and explores the securing of property for families or for individuals through transfers
in the shape of dowries marriage contracts wills and other arrangements as well as how women used and distributed the
property they were holding the scope of the volume is both urban and rural analysing the position of women in
relation to family property through contributions from a wide geographic area the chapters investigate the situation
in southern and northern europe across the atlantic and africa throughout the 18th to the 20th century this volume
will be of value to academics undergraduates postgraduates and scholars interested in gender and history and social
history

The Order Has Been Carried Out 2016-06-01

during the 1920s and 1930s mussolini s fascist regime attempted to promote fascist italy s national project in
argentina bombarding the republic with its propaganda although politically a failure this propaganda provoked a
debate over the idea of a national identity outside of the nation state and the potential roles that citizens living
abroad could play in their country of origin in propagating an italian national identity within another sovereign
state mussolini s initiative also inspired heated debate among native argentines over their own national project as a
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nation of immigrants using the experiences of mussolini s efforts in argentina as its case study this book
demonstrates how national projects take on different meanings once they enter a contested public space it details how
both members of the italian community as well as native argentines reshaped italy s national discourse from abroad by
entangling it with argentina s own national project in exploring the way in which nations are imagined constructed
and recast both from above as well as from below mussolini s national project in argentina offers new perspectives on
the politics of identity formation while providing a transatlantic example of the dynamic interplay between the
italian state and its emigrant communities it is in short a transnational perspective on what it means to belong to a
nation

Women and Family Property 2024-02-01

over the course of the 20th century the rapid transformation of italy from an impoverished predominantly agricultural
nation to one of the strongest economies in the world forged a fascinating and contradictory society where gender
relations were a particular mix of modernity and tradition in this accessible and innovative study perry willson
provides a nuanced and insightful analysis of the impact of social political economic and cultural developments on
italian women s lives she also explores how women were affected by and how they themselves helped shape key
historical events such as the rise of fascism the 2 world wars the economic miracle of the post war years and the
cultural and political upheavals of the 1970s women in twentieth century italy is the first book length overview of
italian women s experience during this period of intense and dramatic change drawing on the latest historiography in
the field and written in a lively and engaging manner it is essential reading for anyone with an interest in italy s
recent past

Mussolini's National Project in Argentina 2012-08-31

an award winning historian s revisionary account of the early modern world showing how apocalyptic ideas stimulated
political religious and intellectual transformations a masterful synthesis of the prognostications of faith knowledge
and politics on a global stage martin s book illuminates one of the enduring themes that shaped the medieval and
early modern world paula e findlen stanford university in this revelatory immersion into the apocalyptic messianic
and millenarian ideas and movements that created the modern world john jeffries martin performs a kind of empathic
time travel entering into the psyche spirituality and temporalities of a cast of historical actors in profound
moments of discovery he argues that religious faith christian jewish and muslim did not oppose but rather fostered
the making of a modern scientific spirit buoyed along by a providential view of history and nature and a deep
conviction in the coming end of the world through thoughtful attention to the primary sources martin re reads the
renaissance excavating a religious foundation at the core of even the most radical empirical thinking familiar icons
like ibn khaldūn columbus isaac luria and francis bacon emerge startlingly fresh and newly gleaned agents of a
history formerly untold and of a modern world made in the image of its imminent end

Storia e letteratura 1943

i contributi riuniti nel volume presentati per la prima volta in occasione del i convegno dell aispeb associazione di
studi portoghesi e brasiliani tenutosi nel 2012 presso le sedi dell università di roma la sapienza e dell università
di roma tre offrono un panorama di temi linguistici e letterari legati sia al contesto portoghese che a quello
brasiliano i saggi d argomento letterario rinnovano il contributo italiano allo studio della letteratura luso
brasiliana rimanendo nel solco di una tradizione nazionale ricca di spunti che ha visto arrivare proprio dall italia
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alcuni contributi storici filologici ed ermeneutici tuttora indispensabili per comprendere l opera dei maggiori
autori di lingua portoghese i saggi di argomento linguistico sintetizzano invece alcuni dei risultati prodotti dalle
cattedre di lingua di recente istituzione in italia privilegiando in particolar modo tematiche legate al binomio
lingua traduzione

Women in Twentieth-Century Italy 2009-12-07

this book explores the in depth relationship between historic cultural heritage and landscape urban and regional
planning it analyzes recent cultural and discipline positions and addresses research to interpret legacy values and
the necessity for conservation within the urban setting it also presents a method that helps urban planners to
implement the suggestions based on extensive knowledge of topographic methods and urban archaeology to enhance the
shaping and planning of the historic and present day city a rapid evolution of techniques and methods that provide
innovative planning instruments and contribute to conservation projects involving cities and territories is now being
witnessed in urban planning actors involved in the planning process use an organic and multidisciplinary vision of
techniques and methods to understand the relation between the historic cultural goods and their settlement context
through urban archaeology it is now possible to orient in a systematic way interventions in the historic centers of
european cities and document the origin and evolution of the urban shape to reconcile renewal demand and preservation
of ancient heritage

Mysteria Mithrae 2015-08-24

peasant women were the largest female occupational group in italy between the wars they led lives characterised by
great poverty and heavy workloads but fascist propaganda extolled them as the mothers of the nation and the guardians
of the rural worlds the most praiseworthy of italian women this study is the first published history of the massaie
rurali the fascist party s section for peasant women which with three million members by 1943 became one of the
largest of the regime s mass mobilizing organizations the section played a key role in such core fascist campaigns as
nation building and ruralization perry willson draws on a wide range of archival and contemporary press sources to
investigate the nature of the massaie rurali and the dynamics of class and gender that lay at its heart she explores
the organization s political message its propaganda and the reasons why so many women joined it

A Beautiful Ending 2022-04-19

from the second half of the 1940s when postwar reconstruction began in italy there were three notable driving forces
of environmental change the uncontrollable process of urban drift fueled by considerable migratory flows from the
countryside and southern regions toward the cities where large scale productive activities were beginning to amass
unruly industrial development which was tolerated since it was seen as the necessary tribute to be paid to progress
and modernization and mass consumption in his fourth book federico paolini presents a series of essays ranging from
the uses of natural resources to environmental problems caused by means of transport to issues concerning
environmental politics and the dynamics of the environment movement paolini concludes the book with a forecast about
the environmental problems that will emerge in the public debate of the twenty first century
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Italia, Portogallo, Brasile: un incontro di storia, lingua e letteratura
attraverso i secoli 2014-10-18

the field of urban environmental history is a relatively new one yet it is rapidly moving to the forefront of
scholarly research and is the focus of much interdisciplinary work given the environmental problems facing the modern
world it is perhaps unsurprising that historians geographers political natural and social scientists should
increasingly look at the environmental problems faced by previous generations and how they were regarded and
responded to this volume reflects this growing concern and reflects many of the key concerns and issues that are
essential to our understanding of the problems faced by cities in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries addressing a
variety of environmental issues such as clean water supply the provision retention of green space and noise pollution
that faced european and north american cities the essays in this volume highlight the common responses as well as the
differences that characterised the reactions to these trans national concerns

Urban Heritage Management 2018-01-02

current economic theories do not provide the elements to understand the causes and processes that provoke economic
crises in this book maurizio pasquino explains the underlying reasons and introduces the new concept of income
dispersion income dispersion provides a much broader vision of how an economic system works setting the bases for a
more efficient way of identifying and resolving the problems of the society in which we live today

Peasant Women and Politics in Facist Italy 2014-02-04

oral history an interdisciplinary anthology is a collection of classic articles by some of the best known proponents
of oral history demonstrating the basics of oral history while also acting as a guidebook for how to use it in
research added to this new edition is insight into how oral history is practiced on an international scale making
this book an indispensable resource for scholars of history and social sciences as well as those interested in oral
history on the avocational level this volume is a reprint of the 1984 edition with the added bonus of a new
introduction by david dunaway and a new section on how oral history is practiced on an international scale selections
from the original volume trace the origins of oral history in the united states provide insights on methodology and
interpretation and review the various approaches to oral history used by folklorists historians anthropologists and
librarians among others family and ethnic historians will find chapters addressing the applications of oral history
in those fields

ENCICLOPEDIA ECONOMICA ACCOMODATA ALL' INTELLIGENZA 1860

a major review of all of the many strands of gramsci interpretation from the earliest writings of his contemporaries
through to the academic debates of the 2010s

Environment and Urbanization in Modern Italy 2020-05-12

this is the first in depth study of the feminist movement that swept italy during the long 1970s 1968 1983 and one of
the first to use a combination of oral history interviews and newly released archive sources to analyze the origins
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themes practices and impacts of second wave feminism while detailing the local and national contexts in which the
movement operated it sees this movement as transnationally connected emerging in a society that was both
characterized by traditional gender roles and a microcosm of radical political projects in the wake of 1968 the
feminist movement was able to transform the lives of thousands of women shape gender identities and roles and provoke
political and legislative change more strongly mass based and socially diverse than its counterparts in other western
countries at the time its agenda encompassed questions of work unpaid care work sexuality health reproductive rights
sexual violence social justice and self expression the case studies detailing feminist politics in three cities turin
naples and rome are framed in a wider analysis of the movement s emergence its transnational links and local
specificities and its practices and discourses the book concludes on a series of hypotheses regarding the movement s
longer term impacts and trajectories taking it up to the berlusconi era and the present day

Resources of the City 2017-03-02

this volume brings together for the first time a series of studies on the social history of venereal disease in
modern europe and its former colonies it explores from a comparative perspective the responses of legal medical and
political authorities to the great scourge in particular how such responses reflected and shaped social attitudes
towards sexuality and social relationships of class gender generation and race

Fra storia e leggenda 1930

offering historical identity fortified by the presence of women belonging to the various areas of creative and
intellectual life this book allows readers to understand greater contexts of their identity the history of female
artists is an indicator of how social identity was erased from the historiography which asserted itself in nineteenth
century europe analysis of the biographical pathways traced here reveals how women in the middle ages and beyond have
been active protagonists of the arts received reviews as well as had an authoritative role as the esteemed and
attentive witnesses of the society around them reconstruction of social relationships intellectual and creative
production as well as of the life stories of some of europe s most important female artists foregrounds this omission
and highlights their extraordinary nature the different stories contained in this book narrate the lives and works of
hildegard von bingen francesca caccini mary wollstonecraft george sand lou andreas salomé and elke mascha blankenburg
by reinforcing the awareness of social and historical origins the informed reader is better equipped to tackle their
futures and build up their personalities

Income dispersion and economic crises 2021-05-11

this innovative new book is overtly and explicitly about female agency in eighteenth century european towns however
it positions female activity and decisions unequivocally in an urban world of institutions laws regulations customs
and ideologies gender politics complicated and shaped the day to day experiences of working women town rules and
customs as well as police and guilds regulations affected women s participation in the urban economy most of the time
the formally recognized and legally accepted power of women which is an essential component of female agency was very
limited yet these chapters draw attention to how women navigated these gendered terrains as the book demonstrates
exclusion is too strong a word for the realities and pragmatism of women s everyday lives frequently guild and
corporate regulations were more about situating women and regulating their activities rather than preventing them
from operating in the urban economy similarly corporate structures which were under stress found flexible strategies
to incorporate women who through their own initiative and activities put pressure on the systems women could benefit
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from the contradictions between moral and social unwritten norms and economic regulations and could take advantage of
the tolerance or complicity of urban authorities towards illicit practices women with a grasp of their rights and
privileges could defend themselves and exploit legal systems with its loopholes and contradictions to achieve
economic independence and power

Oral History 1996-09-18

this book offers a comparative perspective on northern and southern european laws and customs concerning women s
property and economic rights by focusing on both northern and southern european societies these studies analyse the
consequences of different juridical frameworks and norms on the development of the economic roles of men and women
this volume is divided into three parts the first laws presents general outlines related to some european regions the
second family strategies or marital economies questions the potential conflict between the economic interests of the
married couple and those of the lineage within the nobility finally the third part of the book inside the urban
economy focuses on economic and work activities of middle and lower classes in the urban environment the assorted and
rich panorama offered by the history of the legislation on women s economic rights shows that similarities and
differences run through europe in such a way that the north south model looks very stereotyped while this approach
calls into question classical geographical and cultural maps and well established chronologies it encourages a
reconsideration of european history according to a cross boundaries perspective by drawing on a wide range of social
economic and cultural european contexts from the late medieval to early modern age to the nineteenth century and
including the middle and lower classes especially artisans merchants and traders as well as the economic practices
and norms of the upper middle class and aristocracy this book will be of interest to economic and social historians
sociologists of health gender and sexuality and economists

Gramsci Contested: Interpretations, Debates, and Polemics, 1922--2012
2021-12-28

learn italian as you read and hear about the vibrant culture of its speakers read think italian is an innovative non
intimidating approach to learning italian compiled by the expert editors of think italian magazine this audio package
brings together more than 100 engaging fully illustrated readings and articles about the life and culture of italy
the 70 minute audio cd features many of the articles read aloud by native speakers as well as questions for review
and reinforcement of new vocabulary

Women and the Reinvention of the Political 2014-07-11

this collection offers a variety of approaches to aspects of women s lives it moves beyond men s prescriptive
pronouncements about female nature to women s lived experiences replacing the singular woman with plural women and
illuminating female agency the contributors show that women s lives changed over the life course and differed
according to region and social class they also demonstrate that in the early modern period the largely private spaces
in women s lives were not enclosed worlds isolated from the public spaces in which men operated contributors to this
important collection are leading international scholars and offer strong substantial and archival based research
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Reciprocity and Redistribution 2007

in naples and napoleon john davis takes the southern italian kingdom of the two sicilies as the vantage point for a
sweeping reconsideration of italy s history in the age of napoleon and the european revolutions the book s central
themes are posed by the period of french rule from 1806 to 1815 when southern italy was the mediterranean frontier of
napoleon s continental empire the tensions between naples and paris made this an important chapter in the history of
that empire and revealed the deeper contradictions on which it was founded but the brief interlude of napoleonic rule
later came to be seen as the critical moment when a modernizing north finally parted company from a backward south
although these arguments still shape the ways in which italian history is written in most parts of the north
political and economic change before unification was slow and gradual whereas in the south it came sooner and in more
disruptive forms davis develops a wide ranging critical reassessment of the dynamics of political change in the
century before unification his starting point is the crisis that overwhelmed the italian states at the end of the
18th century when italian rulers saw the political and economic fabric of the ancien régime undermined throughout
europe in the south the crisis was especially far reaching and this davis argues was the reason why in the following
decade the south became the theatre for one of the most ambitious reform projects in napoleonic europe the transition
was precarious and insecure but also mobilized political projects and forms of collective action that had no
counterparts elsewhere in italy before 1848 illustrating the similar nature of the political challenges facing all
the pre unification states although unification finally brought italy s insecure dynastic principalities to an end it
offered no remedies to the insecurities that from much earlier had made the south especially vulnerable to the
challenges of the new age which was why the south would become a problem italy s southern problem

Sex, Sin and Suffering 2003-09-02

The History and Life Stories of European Women in the Arts 2022-03-30

Female Agency in the Urban Economy 2013-04-17

Gender, Law and Economic Well-Being in Europe from the Fifteenth to the
Nineteenth Century 2018-07-04

Read and Think Italian 2011-07-08

Time, Space, and Women’s Lives in Early Modern Europe 2001-08-25
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Fulltext Sources Online 2008

L'era della web communication. Il futuro è adesso 2010

Dizionario ragionato universale di storia naturale contenente la storia degli
animali, vegetabili, e minerali, e quella de' corpi celesti, delle meteore, e
degli altri principali fenomeni della natura: colla storia, e descrizione
delle droghe semplici tratte dai tre regni, e l'esposizione dei loro usi nella
medicina, nella domestica, e campestre economia, e nelle arti, e ne' mestieri:
con una tavola dei nomi latini, italiani, e francesi dei varj articoli: opera
del signor Valmont di Bomare ... Tradotta dal francese sulla quarta edizione,
e di nuovo accresciuta. Tomo primo [-quarantesimoprimo] 1801

Naples and Napoleon 2008-12-18

La Civiltà cattolica 1883

Scienza e la fede, raccolta religiosa 1883
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